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loch lomond extends about 24 miles ( 39 km), widening south in the loch lomond satb pdf shape of a triangle. in the summer

there are many insects, which makes spring and early fall the best times to visit. the linear route starts from balloch and

runs north along the loch. • west highland way walkers enjoy countless opportunities in loch lomond and the trossachs. it

drains by the short river leven into the river clyde estuary at dumbarton. for beginner cyclists, the scenic west loch lomond

cycle path is perfect. one standout stroll is. loch lomond itself is the largest inland stretch of water in great britain by

surface area, and the park contains a diverse geography that includes 21 munros ( scottish mountains), two forest parks, 22

lochs, and over 50 designated special nature satb conservation sites. visitors can go cruising on a lake in a historic

steamship, rent a canoe or. loch lomond and the trossachs national park is a paradise for outdoor enthusiasts and adrenaline

junkies. although its surface is only 23 feet ( 7 metres) above sea level, its glacially excavated oor reaches a depth of 623

feet ( 190 metres). loch lomond & the trossachs is a year- round destination but the winter months are better suited for

more weather- hardened outdoor adventure- lovers. loch lomond hosts golf tournaments, music festivals, and. there are

numerous hiking trails and cycle paths around the national park for all tness levels. the pdf park also boasts 39 miles ( 63

kilometers) of salty sea loch coastline. the scenery ranges from rugged, glaciated.
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